Maddy-
Stole this from
Miss Evans office.
They're going to
start selling these fucking
belts we're wearing!!
We've got to get out
and warn somebody.
Maybe there
is something in
this that
will help us figure
out how to escape!
Don't let anyone
catch you reading this
if you get caught,
you're on your own!

-T

Available on the
App Store
WELCOME TO THE NEXT GENERATION OF SISSY CONTROL

State of the Art
Sissy-Style Chastity Belt

Un-penetrable
Digitally Locked
via Portable Device or Server

Un-relenting
Remote Controlled
via Proprietary Software

Un-breakable
Shemale Sheath with Electrodes
for Pleasure and Pain Training

Un-forgiving
Flexi-Rear
for Easy Access

Un-believable
Waterproof
Allowing Bathing and Urination

Un-pickable
Low Waist and Smooth Front
for easy concealment

Un-bearable

THE FUTURE IS HERE

WIF

Traps the testicles
in the inguinal canal
and tucks him up tight.

Internal diodes and
bio-feedback allow for
infinite training options.

Different models
available for your
aesthetic pleasure.

FUCK THIS
FUCKING THING!

The digital Locks
take TWD
different digital
signals to open.
We'll need
fucking controllers

Goddamn She's hot! Fuck I'm horny!

It's a fucking guy Tori!
Don't be a slut!

I don't fucking care anymore!
I'd fuck just about anything if I could
just get this goddamn belt off!
THE SETUP

Once the two digital locks click shut, trapping a Sissy’s ‘penis’ in the sheath and trapping his testicles up inside of him, the Sissy-Link software begins it’s automatic wireless sync with the Melandren Network. Within seconds the red led on the front panel should flash orange five times, causing waves of helpless pleasure to wash over the Sissy. Most of them will collapse the first time this happens, with jelly knees and helpless whimpers. With the pleasure sensor synced, the red light will then flash five times. This is syncing the pain sensor, causing your Sissy to receive five short (but extreme) shocks.

Diagnostics will then run, checking to make sure that the bio-feedback system is connected. At this point it is checking the Sissy’s heart-rate, GPS location and arousal level. Once synced, the built in speaker will announce that the Sissy Sync is complete in a pleasant female voice. Most Sissy’s become alarmed that a voice is coming from between their legs, so be prepared for an amusing sight.

The light on the display will then turn solid green indicating that everything is functionally perfectly. Should the green LED not light, or blink continuously, then you will need to restrain your Sissy and then start the process over again.

The chastity belt is shower safe and allows for urination, so removal is only needed once a week for deep cleaning. It is recommended that you restrain the Sissy for this process to prevent orgasm. The Melandren Corporation forbids true orgasms for Sissies so it is very important to have them bathed by a qualified supervisor.

There are many features to take into account when setting up your Sissy-Link account. Right from the start, Sissies are assigned a profile called ‘Default’. This is identical to the settings that the Melandren Corporation uses on the thousands of Sissies already in the Sissy-Link Network. This establishes a default set of rules and conditions for your Sissy along with a well-tested punishment/reward criteria for offenses. Check your Melandren Chastity Belt Manual for an exact list of criteria / reward /punishments.

Right from the start, your Sissy will have to keep her heels at least two inches from the floor at all time. This is easily adjusted later in the ‘Heel’ section of the Sissy-Link interface.

GPS is instantly established and a wireless search for nearby compatible security cameras is automated. In addition, the Sissy is registered with the Sissy-Link Network in case she attempts escape, or is misplaced.

Your Sissy is (by default) required to burn 1000 Active Calories per day. This has checkpoints throughout the day and should the Sissy fall behind, her belt will alert her with a verbal warning. If she fails to hit the Calorie Goal, you will be alerted and the Sissy will receive a shock every five minutes until the appropriate amount of calories have been burned.

The Default Sissy-Link setting is also set-up to randomly arouse the Sissy. How often is randomized by default between two and ten minutes. You can adjust this range in your Sissy-Link app. This arousal brings the Sissy to the edge of orgasm. The stimulation is also randomized to prevent Sissies getting accustomed or immune to the arousal. You can check their arousal level on your device, or simply observe how wet they become between their legs.
In order to unlock the belt for cleaning, two devices will be needed. Each of the digital locks require a separate device to operate. Be aware that you must be at least five feet away from ANY Sissy-Link Chastity Device for the unlock mechanism to work. This prevents any Sissy from unlocking themselves or anyone else.

Every Melandren Belt now comes setup with the ‘BFF Mode’. Sissies can be assigned a Best Friend for a period of time. This requires them to keep their belts within a defined radius of each other. The default distance is two feet, but this can be adjusted as you see fit. In BFF Mode, if a Sissy’s belt is more than the default distance away, it will shock both sluts until they are within range. Should their belts touch, they are rewarded with pleasure. This is an ideal setting to establish for sleepovers, or reluctant Sissies. It is oftentimes used as a teaching tool, such as the picture to the left. These girls are neck-cuffed just out of BFF range and have to constantly work to keep close enough together to avoid constant pain.

Each belt has settings that can easily be implemented to encourage Sissy behavior. You can define what kind of walk you wish them to have, ranging from ‘Swishy’ to ‘Slutty’. You can set a radius of how far their ass has to sway with each step. You can even assign a ‘crawl’ mode requiring them to be no more than two feet from the ground at all times.

**THE BFF SETTING WORKS FOR UP TO 10 SISSIES**
Keep Sissies literally on their toes with the new Sissy-Link™ app (also available for home use on
the app store). This built-in feature of the new software update, tracks the distance of the Melandrene
Charity Belt™ from the floor. To setup this feature, simply have your Sissy stand with her feet flat
on the ground for thirty seconds. You can then ensure that she is always in heels from that point
forward. Simply move the slider to the height of the heels you wish your Sissy to wear as a
minimum and our system will do the rest. The trainer can either record and store indiscretions or
use the built-in punishment features of Sissy-Link™ to apply gentle reminders that Sissies should
ALWAYS be on their tip-toes with their heels in the air.

Also included in the latest iteration of our software, Sissy-Link™ can now determine if your
pets are kneeling or prone and will take that into consideration. This allows your Sissy to grovel
and behave as she should without compromising the heel training program.

Additional advanced settings can help you train gait, posture and even how much you want
“her” backside to sway with each step. Set arousal rewards for each correctly performed step, or punish
for masculine walking. All of these features working together give Sissy-Collectors the ability to train
multitudes of Sissies all with a single device and with little effort. A single person can now oversee
dozens of sluts with nothing more than a cellphone.
We gotta get out T
They’re gonna give us tits like this soon

Keep tabs on who is viewing each Sissy!
Generate reports ~
Community Polls ~
Instant Uplink Online ~

Sissy-Link is easily synced with all modern security cameras and systems
Set perimeters ~
Capture Video Remotely ~
Auto Discipline ~

Control your trapped Sissy with pre-programmed routines that can regulate:
location, posture, walking-style, movement speed, hip sway, heart rate, height from ground, arousal level, pain level, and much more...

Your convenience is what matters. With the new Sissy-Link™ automatic milking feature, you can enjoy all the perks of the New World Order, without the annoyance of having to even interact with your Sissy. When a milking has been earned, simply tap the milking menu, and Sissy-Link™ will take care of the rest. Compatible with all contemporary chastity belts which feature a rear insert attachment, this feature is a must have for the modern Sissy collector. Settings can be defaulted, controlled with precision or randomized to keep Sissies guessing.

Additional controls allow for edging duration, speed, frontal stimulation, and rotation. All of these may be selected with the simple press of a button, or customized and saved with our advanced settings. With your SissyLink™ account you can also LiveStream your Sissy's experience onto our dedicated servers for others to observe and comment.

In addition, videos purchased by the Sissy-loving community earn revenue towards your Sissy-Link account. With the automatic milking feature, Sissies earn their reward, and you do too.
With the Sissy-Link™ desktop application, you can customize a Sissy’s workout down to the very last detail.

Body sculpt into exactly what you need or desire.

A more shapely backside? Simply click to the customizable workout selection screen and choose from a set of pre-designed Sissy sculpting workout goals. With Sissy-Link™ you do not even have to monitor workouts.

The Melandren Chastity Belt™ comes standardized with state-of-the-art biofeedback. Working in conjunction with Sissy-Link™ the belt will track heart-rate, blood pressure and caloric burn and punish or reward as appropriate.

Should established goal be missed, the belt will automatically ‘motivate’ in the manner of your choosing or alert you to deal with things in a more hands-on manner. With the built camera feed automatically tracking the built in GPS chip, you can then establish additional motivation should you feel it is needed.

Your little pets will be svelte angels in no time with the proper motivation. Motivation that only Sissy-Link™ can provide.

Software available for computers, phones, tablets and watches. It is also compatible with the Melandren Sissy Server Configuration, should your Sissy Training Needs exceed twenty Sissies at a time.

Need to check in on a pet? All it takes is a flick of the wrist!

Introducing the Apple Watch version of Sissy-Link™. A gentle reminder tap on your wrist notifies you that it is time to check in on any Sissies that are bookmarked.

Click the camera control and get a live video feed of any security cameras near a specific Sissy-Link belt. Better yet, Sissy-Link can communicate with the camera and auto-focus directly onto the Sissy.

With Siri, your voice can speak right through the built-in speaker embedded in the Melandren chastity belt.

With all the functionality of the full app, this next wave of Sissy Training makes it even easier to control, discipline and reward your captive cuties.

Now on Apple Watch

With the 24/7 link to his chastity belt, a press of a button can cause arousal, pain, or even just a little buzzing alert in a Sissy’s privates.

With customizable alerts, Sissy Link™ will discreetly notify you when your Sissy does something that is out of bounds: be it standing, speaking, or even just sitting on her lazy ass for too long.
With the new Sissy-Link™ interface, training your new toy is not only easy but fun! Sissy-Link™ now comes with status achievements. Register your Sissy with the GameZone app and compete with other Sissy Trainers.

With fun goals and tasks to help you guide your Sissy on her path, each step of the way earns you badges and points. Compete worldwide with a dynamic global rating and Sissy comparisons. You can even test your skills head to head with other Sissy owners to try and achieve the best score on each Sissy challenge.

It begins with simple tasks such as ‘Punish’ or ‘Set Heel Height’. As you grow more comfortable, you can then tackle the more difficult challenges some of which can take months, or even years, to fully master.

The July issue of Mistress Monthly gave the new achievement system five stars, saying:

...it makes training your Sissy the best time-wasting mobile game on the market... a must-have...

Post your scores and triumphs to all social media at once with a single press and with the camera tracking system, Sissy-Link™ will also auto-record every victory for review and bragging rights.

Sign up with Sissy-Link™ today and join in the fun!